Fabrication of bimodal open-porous poly (butylene succinate)/cellulose nanocrystals composite scaffolds for tissue engineering application.
The design of porous tissue engineering scaffold with multiscale open-pore architecture (i.e., bimodal structure) promotes cell attachment and growth, which facilitates nutrient and oxygen diffusion. In this study, a porous poly (butylene succinate) (PBS)/cellulose nanocrystals (CNCs) composite scaffold with a well-defined controllable bimodal open-pore interconnected structure was successfully fabricated. The bimodal open-porous scaffold architecture was designed by synergistic control of temperature variation and a two-step depressurization in a supercritical carbon dioxide (Sc-CO2) foaming process. The microstructure and properties of the bimodal open-porous PBS/CNCs scaffold, such as morphology, open porosity, hydrophilic and degradation performance, and mechanical compression properties, were analyzed. In the experiments, the scaffold with unimodal pore structure was used for comparison. The results showed that the bimodal open-porous PBS5 scaffold displayed a well-defined bimodal open-pore structure composed of large pore (∼68.9 μm in diameter) and small pore (∼11.0 μm in diameter), with a high open porosity (∼95.2 %). In addition, the scaffolds exhibited good mechanical compressive properties (compressive strength of 2.76 MPa at 50 % strain), hydrophilicity (water contact angle of 71.7 °C) and in vitro degradation rate. Moreover, in vitro biocompatibility was determined with NIH-3T3 fibroblast cells using MTT assay and live/dead cell viability assay. Results indicated that the obtained bimodal open-porous scaffolds had a good biocompatibility and the viability of cells grown on the scaffolds reached up to 98 % after 7th day of culture. Therefore, our work provides new insights into the use of biodegradable polymeric composite scaffolds with bimodal open-pore structure and balanced properties in tissue engineering.